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ABSTRACT
The title of this project is 'Studyand analysis ofpower factor improvement and the
relationship with harmonics'. In industrial practice, it is iniportant to maintain the
power factor of thepower system to a certain level to ensure that thepower can be
delivered to the system efficiently. Capacitor banks have been a conventional
method of improving the low power factor problems. Power in AC circuits can be
divided into three components namely active power, reactive power and apparent
power. The power factor is defined as ratio of the effective to the apparent power.
The harmonics distortion occurs when the signals is having the frequency
components that is an integral multiple of me fundamental. The project execution
consists of procedure identification, research and study, case study simulation and
analysis of the project The project research and study is carried out to understand
the principle andtheproblem related to the power factor andharmonics. Simulation
was carried out show the power factor improvement impact on the system andalso
its relationship with harmonics. Tanjung Langsat Port project have beenselected to
be analyzed and studied. From the study, it is found out mat the insertion of
capacitor banks will compensates for the reactive power of the system and thus
improving the power factor. Consequently, the improvement of power factor will
reduce the system losses. The insertion of the capacitor will introduce harmonics
resonance in the network. From the simulation, it is noted that as the capacitor
kVAR value is increased, the resonance will occur at lower frequency. Harmonics
distortions analysis at eachbusbar shows mat the Total Harmonic Distortions (THD)
ishighest when the injection sources areplaced atbothHVbusand LV bus. Finally
the conclusion will summarize about the project and also the importance of
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m industrial facilities, it is important to maintain thepowerfactorof the powersystem
to meet the requirement by the power producers. Having low powerfactor (typically
less than 0.85) will cause the power utilities to be penalized by the power producer
which is not good economically. Power factor correction has been a conventional of
improving the power factor andeffective ways of saving the money- Theintent of this
study is to analyze the power factor improvement effect and also to show relationship
betweenthe power factorimprovements with harmonics.
1.2 Problem statement
1.2.1 Problemidentification
Power factor of the system can be improved by installing a capacitorbank or by using
the synchronous motor. Normalty, the usage of capacitor banks is more popular and
favorable. However, installation of the capacitor banks will leads to the harmonic
problems in the system which is undesirable. Furtoexmore, a more critical condition
may occur when resonance occurs in the network This project will also focus on the
harmonics effectand problems in the system due to the power factor improvement and
insertion ofcapacitor bank.
1.2.2 Significant ofthe project
Towards me completion of the project me concept of the power factor improvement
shall be clearly understood. The sparks of the usage of the power electronics and
nonlinear loads have greatly contributed to the harmonics problem in the power system.
The harmonics resonancedue to the insertionofcapacitor will also be investigated and
clearly understood. This knowledge can be implemented further in selecting the
capacitor banks to be used for compensation. Also me analysis will help in getting
better view of the harmonics impact after the capacitor bank insertion. Therefore, a
prior correctiveaction can be taken to reduce the effect ofharmonics.
13 Objectives and scope ofstudy
13.1 The Relevancy of the Project
Power factor can be a good measure and indicator to determine the quality and
transmission efficiency of the power system. System with good power factor tells us
that the load is utilizingthe current that it draws from the AC supplyefficiently A good
system is having power factor as close as possible to unity to ensure mat the power is
transmittedefficiently. Whereas, a low power factor in the power system will result in
more losses in the transmission. Ideally the unity power factor is desired, but mis is
practicallyunrealizable due to the use of the inductive load in the power system.
System with low of power factor will cause a penalty charges imposed by the power
producer. This penalty will cost more money to the industrial utilities and not
economically desirable. Study on the power factor improvement will help in
understanding the power factor itself and how to correct them so mat the system can
operate more efficient as well as to save money.
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Installation of power factor improvement capacitor somehow has a drawback to the
system itself, ft leads to the contribution of hannonic impact in the system. If the
harmonics is not treated properly and the capacitor banks is not properly sized and
designed, theimpact oftheharmonic distortion canbesevere to thepower system.
13.2 Feasibility ofthe Project within lite Scopeand Time frame
Improvement ofthe power factor is widely implemented and used in the industry. One
project from Tanjung Langsat Port in Johor Bharu will be taken as anexample to be
simulated and analyze towards the end of the project. The timeframe given for this
particular project is two semesters which are fourteen weeks for FYP 1 and anomer
fourteen weeks for FYP 2. The project is feasible to be completed within the given
period. All the activities and planaing^ftheFYP 1project are prescribed in the <jantt
chart. iAppmdixA)
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 Power components in AC circuits
In an Alternating Current (AC) circuits, mere are threepowercomponents namely; the
active power, reactive power and also the apparent power. The component mat we most
familiar with is the active power or sometimes called me real power which is measured
in kilowatt (kW). Active power is produced when the current and voltage are in phase.
Real power is the power consmned by the equipment and being converted to anomer
form ofenergy (e.g. heat light andmechanical power) [1JJ7].
Another powercomponent in the AC supply is the reactive power whichis measured in
volt-ampere-reactive (VAR). Reactive power does not used to do work but it is used to
operate electrical equipment like motor, transformer and power electronics. The reactive
power is used in producing the magnetic field in the equipment [?].
Apparent power consists of bom real and reactive power. It is a product obtained by
multiplying the voltage with current without taking into account the phase displacement.
The power hi AC circuit can be represented in a triangle which also called the power
triangle. The power triangle for the AC supply is shown in figure 1;
pFigure 1: Power Triangle
Thethreepowercomponents canbe related withthe following equations
Where,
S = Apparent Power
P = Real Power
Q ^ Reactive Power
The Displacement power factor is defined as the displacement ofpower components.
This power factor isoften denoted ascosine ofthe phase angle between the volta^ and
current waveform [3], This power factor isuseful inwhen analyzing for a linear loads.
Voltage
Figure 2: Phasor diagramshowingcurrent and voltagedisplacement
Tor a pure sinusoidal situation, the total power factor is defined astheratio between the
real powers tothe apparent power, and represents how much real power is consumed by
the electrical equipment. This power factor is sometimes called thetrue power factor.
True power factor is useful in analyzing the circuit with nonlinear loads and when the
harmonics distortion is considered.
Total/truep£ = Real powerWatt)
Apparentpower (Volt-Ampere)
2.2 Power factor problems and the corrections
m some industrial application, there are conditions where theyhave a problem of low
power factor. This low power factors is due to some factors like theuseoftheinductive
loads like induction motors and the use of the fluorescent lamp and rectifiers. These
toads can reduce the overall power factor of the system. This will lead to inefficient
powertransmission andmoreenergy lossesin the system.
This low power factor should becorrected to improve thesystem performance. A unity
power factor is an optimum value which would result in minimum losses and voltage
drops along the transmission. A conventional way of correcting power factor is by
installing the capacitor banks in the system. Other method that can beused is by using
synchronous motors which operates at leading power factor oroverexcited tosupply the
leading current tothesystem. The effect of the power factor before and after correction
is depicted infigme 3. The figure indicates that, improvement ofthe power factor inthe




Figure 3: Power triangle showing the effect ofcorrection
Qc = Corrected reactive power by the capacitor
Qi = Reactivepower before correction
Qz= Reactive Power after correction
®i = Power factor angle before correction
02 = Power factor angle after correction
2.3 Power factor improvement calculation
The concept of power factor correction is to reduce me reactive power (VAR) of the
system. Therefore the power factor calculations will find the value of me amount of
reactive power that need to be corrected by the capacitor. Among the data needed to
perform the calculation arethe total power, the initial power factor and thedesired level
ofpower factor. The formula forthepower factor calculation is as follows.
Reactive power (kVAR) = Real power (Watt) x tan *
Reactivepower to be correctedby the capacitor Qc
Qc= Real power (Watt) x (tan 0>f ~ tan U>2)
Where,
Qc=Reactive power need to be corrected
0i =Cos1 pfi =initial power factor angle
<P2 = Cos"1 pfi=final power factor angle
For simplification, table kVAR can be used to do the calculations. The table has
tabulated the original power factor and the desired power factor improvement. (Refer
appendix B for the table)
2.4 Benefits ofthe Power Factor Improvement
There are several other benefits of power factor improvement on the power system.
These benefits and improvement are asthe result from thereactive power reduction in
thesystem. Someof thebenefits are as the following;
i. Lower utility cost if a power-factor clause is enforced or the utility charges for
the kVA demand
ii. Release of electrical capacity (thesystem doesnotcarry unnecessary VARs)
iii. Voltage improvement (less reactive voltage drop)
iv. Lower system losses (less current)
v. Longer plant life
vi. Increase the capacity of existing system and equipment
vii. To reduce energy losses - if high reactive current is supplied, the conductor
cannot befully utilisedto transmit theusefulpower andthereforeit wfll beover-
dimensioned during die design stage
25 Power factor improvement using capacitor banks
Capacitor bank installation isvery much related to the power factor improvement inthe
power system. The concept of capacitor as a VAR or reactive power generators is
beneficial to heljp in understanding the power factor improvement by using the power
capacitors.
The concept for the power factor correction can be explained in terms of the energy
stores in the capacitors and the induction devices. When voltage increase from zero to
maximum, power capacitor will charge itself by storing the energy in its electrostatic
field. Theinduction devices will gives up the energy in terms of the magnetic field As
the voltage passes maximum and start to decrease, the capacitor will discharge or
supply the energy to the induction devices. The induction devices will absorb or
consume theenergyto buildup the magnetic field in the equipment.
Capacitor charging
Induction device gives up energy
\
Capacitor discharging
Induction device absorb energy
Figure4: Charging and dischargingofenergy in capacitor
2.6 Configuration for capacitor bank installation
There are several methods employed in installing the capacitor bank in the network.
These configurations are used based on thesystem configuration andhowthecapacitor





Figure 5: Typical individual power factor correction
This method employs a capacitor banks on the equipment for example in theinduction
motors. The capacitor will be connected in parallel with the equipment This will
eliminates the additional loads on the cabling and the transmission line in the power
generation. However, the disadvantage of this method is the capacitor is only used in
during the time that is associated machines is in operation. Furthermore, the cost of
installation ofcapacitor is also high if there are somany equipments to install with the
capacitor [7].
Grouppowerfactor corrections
Figure6: Typical group power factor correction
This method group several equipments to be installed by the capacitor and use single
capacitor banks to cater the compensation and have a joint correction factor. This is
moreeconomical as compared to the individual powerfactor correction especially for a
large amount ofmachines because less capacitor will berequired. However, this method






M^ fM^ fM^ fM^ i=b
Figure7: Typical central power factor correction
A central power factor correction is more practical andwidely used in the industrial
applications. The capacitor will be installed in a centralized system for example at the
lowvoltage distribution board. The system will cover the VAR demand for the buses.
Capacitors will also divided into several sections which can be automatically switched
on and off by the control relays to suit the load requirements. Thismethod is easier to







Figure 8: Typical hybrid power factor correction
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Theprevious typesof installation aboveshowthe basic configurations on how to install
the capacitor to compensate for the power factor. The hybridmethod is combining all
the three of the above and configuring the best way to suits the system requirements.
This is very practical especially when the factors like economics and system reliability
are considered. As we can see, different method will have its own advantage and
disadvantages. Therefore, it is die engineers' responsibility to decide which method to
be implemented to suit the design requirements [7].
2.7 Power factor improvement with synchronous motors (Condenser)
Synchronous motors also can be used as power factor improvement equipment.
Synchronous motor operates by converting the electrical power to the mechanical
output, m power system, it can also be used as a power factor improvement device
when the motoroperates at leadingpowerfactor or the motoris beingoverexcited.
This can be done by varying the field current on the motor so that the motor will
operates at leading power factor. At leading power factor, the armature current will
leads die terminal voltage and thus supplying the reactivepower<Q) to die system and
act as a capacitor. Therefore, we know that by controlling the field current of the
synchronous motors, we can control the reactive power supplied by the motor to the
system.
A plot of armature current versus field current can be used to explain and understand
the effect of varying me field current and the power factor. This plot is called a
synchronous motor V curve shown in Figure 9. It is drawn for several power levels





PF « 0.8 lagging PF =* 1.0 PF - 0.8
^ / / ^^NIIqwI
Half load
No load
Figure 9: Synchronous motor *V* curves
2.8 System Harmonics
Power electronicsequipmentis widely used in the industryas it providesbetter control
of the equipment. This has leads to the concern over the harmonics problem in the
power system. Harmonic is defined as a sinusoidal component of a periodic wave or
quality havinga frequencythat is an integralmultipleof the fundamentalfrequency [8].
The harmonics in die power system (h) can be expressed as;
h = nxf
Where;
h = harmonic components
n = integer referring to the harmonics order
f = fundamental frequency
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idFigure 10: Distorted waveformcomposed of fundamental and3 harmonics
Basically harmonics current is generated as a result of loads that require the current
source other than sinusoids. Harmonics in a power system is usually odd order
numbered namely 3rf, 5m, 7th and so on. The magnitude of the current harmonics will
decrease as the harmonic order increase. That is one of the reason usually our major
concern is the third hannonic as this will contribute the most distortion in die system.
Basically the harmonic sources can be divided into two categories namely thesaturable
sources and power electronic sources [2], Some of the example saturable devices are
discharge devices like fluorescent lamp, magnetic cores like transformer and
synchronous machines. Whereas the electronics sources include the adjustable speed
drives and switch-mode power supply.
The analysis of the harmonics can be carried out by using me Fourier analysis. The
analysis wilt allow the harmonics to be decomposed to a series of finite frequency
components from me first order to the N* order of harmonics. The measurement of
harmonics is usually done in terms of the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) which
applies for bothcurrent and voltage harmonics [4].
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THD is given as follows
THD - ims value ofharmonics (current or voltage^components
rms value ofme fiindamental (current or voltage) components
The presence of harmonics in a power system will result in significant effect to die
power system. Some oftheproblems arises due toharmonics include;
• Malfunctioning ofmicroprocessor-based equipment
• Overheating in neutralconductors, transformers, or induction motors
• Deterioration or failureofpowerfactor correctioncapacitors
• Additionallosses in the systemdoe to the heating and Hysteresis
• Distorted voltage and current waveforms
Besides, it alsocan causecontrol andmonitoring equipment to register me improperly.
Otherthan that* the harmonicsalso canleadto voltage distortions which areundesirable
in the power system. These voltage distortions may lead to a nuisance tripping
especially at the sensitive toads like computer controlled loads, formally, voltage
distortions below5% are acceptable whereas distortion of larger than 10%can cause a





Therearea few stagesofdie projectbeforeits completion. Thesestagesis plannedto
properly executetheproject. Thestagescan be represented by the flowchart below
Research and study on the Power
factor improvement and harmonics
T
Case Study:
Tanjung Langsat Port Project
X
Simulation on the power factor
improvement in the power system
J
Simulation on the Harmonics in the
power system
Figure 11:Project flow chart
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3.2 Research andstudy on the powerfactor improvementand harmonics
Research isan important element inthis project. Through aproper research and findings,
all thedata related to the project will beobtained. These data will further beused inthe
project as reference project materials. Through the research also, abetter understanding
ofthe project shall be obtained.
Research on the power factor improvement involves a few stages. The research is
started from the fundamental knowledge on the power components in the AC supply.
From this, abetterunderstanding ofthepower factor before coming tome real subject.
Te next research will be ondie power fector improvement in the power system. The
power factor improvement isone ofthe main subjects ofthe project. This will cover the
usage ofthe capacitor banks to compensate and improve the power factor. There will
alsobe calculations involved to determine the capacitor banksto be installed.
Installation ofthepower capacitor is normally associated with thehannonic problems.
The manner inwhich thecapacitor is installed (bom series and parallel) can magnify the
harmonic level of the system. Therefore, a study on theharmonic will also be done to
complete the project The research will include the fundamental about the harmonics
andhowthecapacitor contributes to theharmonics in the system.
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33 Simulation
This project uses ERACS software to simulate and analyze the power system network.
ERACS software is provided with simple andeasy interface to buildthe power system
(single line diagram). When creating a new network, information of the network shall
be filled in the Network properties window. Some basic information like the network
name, data state information andother parameters hasto befilled (figure 12).
i. f 5 I 2 * T 5? s a » €t
" "t'aatvi.
Figure 12 : Eracs New Network Construction Interface
ERACS main window consist of menus and toolbar buttons to provide quick access to
the function used and statusandprogress bar for toolbars to facilitate the simulation.
pga * a jtB ^ fa m y y ft t *©*&B##».
xmevm
\
Status Bar Progress Bar
Function Toolbar
Figure 13: ERACS main window
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3.3.1 Adding dements into the network
ERACS features with die element toolbars to facilitate in adding the elements into the
network. Elementtoolbar consist of several power system elements that can be added
into the network. Some ofelement includes busbar, Induction and Synchronous Motor,





C* I Series Element
££5 \ Transformer
y | Tap Changing
(jm)I Induction Motor
jfiji)i Synchronous Motor
WT)| Wind Turbine Generator
Gridlnfeed
TX




Figure 14: ERACS element toolbar
When adding new element, some information about the element has to be filledin the
network windows. A popup window will appear when adding new element to die
system. Element data like the name (Identifier), voltage rating,powerrating and other
values need to be filled into the window.
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To create e new element, a specific data library must be choose or created for the
particular element Figme 15shows thepopup window to establish the Induction Motor.
| ;im»^P^'fTn»i^5Ma^^
inm -;WsfeBjiiba?.
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Figure IS: Library Data Entry
3J.2 Running the Simulation
The simulation will consist of few parts. The first part will be on the Power factor
improvement. The simulation will showthe effectof power factor correction by adding
the capacitor into the network. Loadfiow study was performed and the results were
taken to measurethe power factor The Loadfiowanalysiscan be performed by clicking
the Loadfiow button toolbar. Loadfiow study measures the steady state conditions for
the power system network. The result from the program will give the network voltage
profile, currentand the real and reactivepower flows in the network. [11]
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Harmonics impedance analysis was performed to measure the impedance of each
hannonic component. Using Fourier analysis, the current drawn from supply can were
split into itsfundamental andhannonic components. An injection busbarwill bechosen
to inject the harmonic current into the network. The result willgives us me impedance
value of each harmonic component at theselected injection busbar and alsodie transfer
busbar.
Harmonic injection analysis was performed to investigate the Total Harmonic
Distortions (THD) of the power system at each busbar and other equipment The
simulation will make use of the adjustable speed drives which is used to control the
motor as the source ofharmonics. The effect of source harmonic location in the power
system will beinvestigated. The result from thesimulation will indicates thecurrent of
each individualharmonicin die power systemas well as the totaldistortion.
3.4 Case Study: Tanjung Langsat Port Oil Terminal
Tanjung Langsat Port Sdn Bhd has planned to build a new Oil Terminal near the
existing Tanjung Langsat Port. The Oil Terminal is designed to receive FOUR types of
Gasoline Blending Components delivered by Ships through the existing Portjetty with
twine Berth 1 & 2. The Components are to be pumped using the on board pumps
through dedicated shore Pipelines to be constructed from the jetty to the terminal to a
distance of 1.5 km. The Gasoline components are received at the terminal and
channeled into the designated Storage tanks depending on the particular components
being received.
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The power system inTanjung Langsat is having low power factor than therequirement
setbythe Tenaga Nasional berhad (TNB). Therefore, a power factor correction shall be
implemented tothe system tocorrect the power factor. The capacitor banks areinstalled
inbothmedium Voltage (MV) andalsoLowVoltage (LV) system. [10]
A proper study on the power factor improvement in the project will be done for the
project. This project will investigate the harmonic effects in the system due to the
capacitor banks installed. The system parameters aredepicted as in table 1,
Table 1: System parameter and specification
Tag Name Description
Busbar 1 22 kV busbar
Busbar 2 11 kV busbar
Busbar 3 450 V busbar
Transformer 1 22/6.6 (4 MVA)
Transformer 2 j22/0.415 (1.6 MVA)











































































































































































4.1 Power- Factor Improvement
Loadfiow analysis is used to see the effect of power factor improvement in thepower
system. To perform the analysis, the capacitor bank is initially disconnected to the
system to determine the load power fector before compensation. The load power foetor
can be calculatedusingthe followingformulae:
Cos 8 = Active power
Where 6 is givenby;
0 = Tan"1 (Reactive power)
Active power
After pertbrming the Loadfiow analysis it is found out that the initial power factor of
the system load is0.5153. The capacitor bank isthen switched on tocompensate for the
low power factor ofdie system. The capacitor banks are located atbus 2 (6.6 kV) and
also bus 3 (0.415 kV). The initial parameters ofthe capacitors are as follow,
Table 2: Initial rating ofcapacitor
Capacitor 1 Capacitor 2
Rating 4MVA 1
kVAR Rating 400kVAR 382kVAR
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The total kVAR value is found by adding the kVAR suppliedby bom capacitors. Initial
total kVAR supplied to me system is 782 kVAR. The kVAR raringof me capacitor is
then increase gradually to see the effectof compensation. This is doneby adjusting the
value of the sequence susceptance and die change in the load power factor is observed.










Table 3: Table showing the effect of compensation by increasing the capacitor
kVAR value
1 CAP1| CAP2 Total Seq.Susc P(MW) 0(MVAR) PF Lossespu
j(MVAR) (MVAR) kVAR ji
| | |
easel 0.399 0.382 781 0.004 2.005 2.555 0.6173 0.005
case 2 0.499 0.477 976 0.005 2.005 2.36 0.6475 0.005
case 3 0.599 0.572 1171 0.006 2.005 2.165 0.6795 0.004
case 4 0.698 0.668 1366 0.007 2.005 1.97 0.7133 0.004
caseS 0.798 0.763 1561 0.008 2.005 1.774 0.7489 0.003
case 6 0.898 0.859 1757 0.009 2.005 1.579 0.7856 0.003
case7 0.998 0.954 1952 0.01 2.005 1.384 0.8230 0.003
case 8 1.098 I 1.05 2148 0.011 2.005 1189 0.8601 0.003
25




Initial power factor = 0.5153







Additional of 2.1453 MVAR from capacitor is required as shown in the result of
simulation.
As the value of the power kVAR rating is increased from 781 to 2148, it is found out
that the power factor of the system is improved from 0.5153 to 0.8601 whichhas reach
me acceptable value. It is also observed mat the active power value of capacitor and
also system does not vary as the value of the kVAR value of the capacitor is varied.
This is in line with the power triangle representation of power factor improvement
where die insertion of the capacitor banks will only compensate and improve for the
reactive power and not die active power component.
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Another observation from the analysis is Ihe powersystem losses. Initially, as the power
capacitor is inserted in the system the Losses are about 0.005 MVAR. As the kVAR
value of capacitor is increased, die system losses decrease to 0.003 MVAR. This
indicates that as the powerfactor is improved the powertransmission is delivered more











System Losses vs Power Factor
P / <f <f </ <f J
Figure 17: Systemlosses versus power factor
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4.2 Harmonics problem with capacitor banks
Before the insertion of the power capacitor, the system impedance does not experience
any resonance in the circuit. Figure below shows theresponse of the system impedance
withincreasing harmonic order. Themagnitude of the impedance seenby theharmonics
currents will increase linearly as the order of harmonic increases. The system
impedance is inductive in natnre and causes voltage drops to occm followmg current
flow.
System Impedance vs Harmonic order
Harmonic componenents
Figure 18: Harmonic impedance versusharmonic components withoutcapacitor
As discussed earlier, the system impedance is directly proportional to the harmonics
components. On the other hand, the capacitor has impedance which is reduces with
frequency. The combinedeffect of the two is the followmg:
• At lowfrequency, the system impedance of the system in determined by the low
inductive impedance of die powersystem andthe transmission lines
• At high frequencies, die system impedance is determined by die capacitive
impedance ofthe capacitor banks
28
• Resonance condition may occur where intermediate range of frequency where
capacitive and inductiveeffects to give high impedance[10]
The presence of power factor correction capacitors, the total impedance seen by the
harmonic currents is the parallel combination of the normal system impedance. [10]
Harmonicresonanceoccurswhen both the capacitiveand inductivereactance are equal.
The capacitive and inductive reactance will cancel each other and network will be
purely resistive in resonance condition. During this condition, voltage and current will
be dominated bytheresonant frequency and canbe highly distorted. At thiscondition, a
small harmonic current within this frequency range will contribute to high hannonic
voltages. This will lead to a high voltage distortion in the loads particularly in the
nonlinear loads. Figure below shows the harmonic impedance versus die hannonic
components in the system.
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Figure 20:Harmonicimpedanceversus the harmoniccomponentsat transfer
busbar
Result is obtained by gradually increasing die kVAR value of the cagaacitor. From die
graph we can see that resonance occurs when adding the capacitor bank into the
network. As we in increasethekVARratingof the capacitor, the resonance is shiftedto
the lower frequency. Harmonic impedance will interact with the injected current and
produces the high harmonic voltages.
When there is no capacitor in installed, the system impedance is linearly proportional
with the frequency. This cause the harmonics current difficult to propagate in the
system network as the harmonic order increases. However, this is not the case when die
capacitor bank is installed as die capacitor impedance is inversely proportional to the
frequency. Thus,powerfactorcorrection which initially draws50 Hzcurrents will have
lower impedances and resulting the hannonic currents easily flow into the capacitor.
This will further cause an overloading of the capacitor and worse will damage the
capacitor [10].
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From the analysis, it is also found out that increasing the value of capacitor wfll lower
the resonance frequency. The risk ofthis resonance is ifthe harmonic order ispresent in
the harmonics load ft will further interact with the loads and causing high harmonics
distortions. For example, if the harmonics resonance occurs at 15* order, this may
coincide with the harmonics orderproduced by several types of loads. Therefore there
will be highrisk of resonance in any distorting loads.
To avoid mis, one solution is to reduce adjust the value of capacitor so that it will not
produce harmonics resonance close totheharmonic present intheharmonics load. Win-
that, loads will not much affected by the harmonics produced fn the system. Another
solution is to detuning thecapacitor so thatthe lowest order load current harmonics sees
very small impedance. This can be done by adding inductor in series with thecapacitor
[10].
A thorough study shall be done prior to the installation of the capacitor banks is needed
to ensure thatthere is no major harmonics current producing loads in thepremises. This
willreduceor avoidany unwanted effectdueto the harmonics in the system.
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4.3 Harmonic injection analysis
Harmonic injection analysis will investigate the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) for
different busbar injection. Thefirst casewill consider harmonic sources from bus 3 and
thusharmonics will be injected from connected loadat bus 3. Thesame analysis willbe
done for bus 2 and for both bus 2 and 3. The results will give us clearer picture of THD
impact at different harmonic source location.
The summaryresults ofharmonicinjectionanalysisare as follows:
Table 4: THD results at each bus when harmonics injected at bus 2
NC 781 976 1171 1366 1561 1757 1S52 2148
BUS1 0.08496 0.87403 2.12392 1.37889 2.12116 2.06457 0.79507 0.57452 0.51293
BUS 2 0.08404 0.898Q3 2.18554 1.41521 2.18184 2.11756 0.8138 0.58849 0.52658
BUS 3 0.09101 0.90306 12.19055 1.426 2.18861 2.13633 0.825 0.59632 0.53156
Table 5: THD results at each bus when harmonics injected at bus 3
NC 781 976 1171 1366 1561 1757 1952 2148
BUS1 0.08496 013611 0.25768 0 24494 0.25942 0.46254 0.1356 0.09216 0.07973
BUS2 0 08404 0.13991 0,26379 0 25198 0.26586 0.47567 &14015 009541 00824
BUS 3 0.09101 0.14063 0.26719 0.25276 0.26872 | 0.47737 0,13946 0.09486 0.08235
Table 6: THD results at each bus when harmonics injected at bus 2 and 3
NC 781 976 1171 1366 J 1561 j 1757 1952 2143 j
BUS1 0.08496 0.87403 2.12392 1.37889 2.12116 2.06457 0.79507 0.57452 0.51293
BUS 2 0.08404 0 89803 2.18554 1.41521 2.18184 2.11756 08138 | 058849 0.52658
BUS 3 a09101 0.90306 2.19055 1426 2.18861 2.13633 0,825 | 059632 0.53156 I
*Note-NC (No Capacitor Connected)
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Figure21: THD at bus 1 for different location ofharmonic source injection














Figure 22: THD at bus 2 for different location ofharmonic source injection
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Figure 23: THD at bus 3 for different location ofharmonic source injection
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Figure 21-23 shows the result for hannonic distortion at bus 1. 2 and 3 for different
locationofthe harmonicsources.From the results, it is found feat the distortionis small
when there is nocapacitor connected to the system which is about0,1%. Thedistortion
increases significantlyas we insert the capacitor to fee system.
The distortion is less prominent when fee harmonic source is injected from bus 3(LV
bus). Hie graph shows that the harmonic distortion is highest when die injection source
is from both bus 2 and bus 3. However, we can also notice feat when the injection in
placed at bns 2, the distortion increases significantly. This is because of fee load
capacity of fee machine connected to the HV bus has a greater magnitude and thus
contributing toa higher distortionas compared tofee injection from bus3 (LVbus).
Another observation feat can bee seen from fee result is that tor several location of
harmonic injection fee THD foreachcondition is highest at bus number 3. Forexample
if wereferto injection from bus2, theresults shows feattheTHDis highest atbus no 3,
followed bybus 2 andbus 1(refer table 5 for full result). However fee difference isnot
so significant for each bus.
From the result, we can conclude feat fee THD will be affected by fee location of the
source of hannonic in fee network. Harnionic sources located at fee higher voltage
busbar will contribute to a greater distortion. This is due to fee high load capacity
connectedto bns 2 and resultingto greater current distortions. Thus, fee locationoffee
hannonic sources shall beconsidered before installing fee capacitor bank Theharmonic




This report presents fee studyand also the findings of fee project The study on the
powerfactor andthe harmonic relationship is beneficial as it is very closely relatedto
the power system. It will help in better understanding fee power system problems
particularly fee powerfactorproblems and the concerns overthe harmonics.
Theproject focuses onfee power factor correction of fee powersystem usingcapacitor
banks. Theeffect of adding fee capacitor banks is thoroughly analysed. It is observed
that the nisertion of capacitor banks will further improve fee reactive powerand feus
compensating for the towpowerfactor. The insertion of the capacitor alsowfllreduce
the system losses. This indicates feat fee power can be transferred efficiently to the
system.
Harmonic response of fee system when inserting the capacitor is also analysed
Harmonic resonance occurs when capacitor is added into the system. Current and
voltage will be dominant at fee resonantfrequency duringresonance. Thiswill lead to a
high currentand voltage rise in fee network. By increasing the capacitor kVARvalue, it
is also noted that fee resonance is shifted to fee lower frequency
The distortions results indicate that harmonic sources located at high voltage busbar will
result in greater THD. This is due to fee load capacity bigger machine rating are
connected to the bus. Thus, harmonics load location shall be considered before the
insertion ofthe capacitor bank.
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5,2 Recommeadations
From this project, it is found out feat fee insertion of capacitor into fee network will
compensate for the low power factor of fee system. However, it leads to fee harmonics
problem in fee network. The resonance condition due to capacitor shall be properly
treated to reduce fee impact.
A proper study shall be done prior to installing fee capacitor bank in the system. This
will help in reducing fee harmonics effect due to fee insertion of fee capacitor.
Capacitors may need to be detuned to avoid fee resonance at frequency which is close
to a frequency ofhannonic current ofdistorting load. Harmonic filter can also be used
in reducing the harmonic effect in the system. Several factors need to be considered
before installation of the capacitor like the location of fee capacitor itselfand also the
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APPENDIX B: kVAR TABLE FOR POWER FACTOR IMPROVEMENT
Determination of required capacitor rating
ible I: F_ctor/V = tJi. c> - IJI1 «\s.. .'
J*comctcd Desired CD* ft
an <p CO» <f 0,00 0,05 0,90 0,92 0,9S 0,98 1,0O
3 is 0,30 2-43 2 56 2.70 2.75 2.85 2.98 3.18
2-96 0.32 2.2t 2.34 2.48 2.S3 2.63 2.76 2.96
2,77 0.34 2-02 2.15 2.28 2.34 2 44 2.56 2.7?
2.59 0.36 1.84 1.97 2.10 2.17 2.26 2.39 2.59
2.43 0.30 1 68 t 81 t.9S 2.01 2-1* 2.23 2.43
2,29 0.40 1.54 1,67 1.81 1.87 1.96 2.09 2-29
2.56 0.42 1.41 1.54 1.68 1.73 1.83 1.96 2.16
2.04 0.44 1.29 1.42 1.56 1-61 1.71 1.84 2.04
1.93 0.46 1.18 1 3t 1.45 J.50 1.60 1.73 1.93
1.83 O.40 l.OS 1.21 1.34 1.40 I.SO 1.62 1.83
1.73 0.50 0.98 1.11 1.2S 1.31 1.40 1.53 1.73
1 64 O.S2 0.89 1.02 1.16 1.22 1 31 1.44 1.64
J 56 0.S4 o.at 0.94 1.07 1.13 1.23 1.36 t.56
1 46 O.S6 0.73 0.86 l.OO f.05 1.15 1.28 1.48
1.40 O.50 0.65 0.78 0.92 0.98 1.08 1.20 1.40
1.33 0.60 0,58 0-71 0.85 0.91 1.0O 1.13 1.33
I 30 0.61 OSS 0.68 0.81 0.87 0.97 1.10 I.JO
1.27 ©.62 0.52 0.65 O.70 0.84 0.94 1.06 1-27
1.23 0.63 0.48 Q.6t 0.75 0.81 0.9O 1.03 1.23
I.20 0.64 0.45 0.58 0.72 0.77 0.87 l.OO 1.20
in 0.67 0.36 0.49 0.63 0.6ft 0.78 0.90 1.11
1 OS 0.68 0l33 0.46 O.S9 O.fcS 0.75 0.8ft 1.08
1 OS 0.69 0.30 0.43 O.S6 0.62 0 72 0.8S 1.05
1 02 O.70 0.27 0.40 0.54 0.59 0.69 0.82 1.02
0.99 0.71 0.24 0.37 0.51 0.57 0.66 0.79 0.99
0.96 0.72 fl.21 0.34 0.48 0.54 0.64 ©.76 0.96
0.94 0,73 0.19 0 32 0.45 O.SI 0.61 0.73 0.94
0.91 0.74 0.16 0.29 0.42 0.48 0.58 0.71 0.91
o.aa 0.7S 0 13 0.26 0.40 0.46 0.55 D.68 0.88
0.86 0.76 0-M 0 24 0.37 0.43 0-53 0.65 0.86
0.83 0-77 0.O8 0.21 0.34 0.4O 0 50 0.63 O.03
0 80 0.78 a OS 0.18 0.32 0.38 0,47 0.60 Q.80
0 78 O.T9 0.03 0.16 0.29 0.35 O 45 O.S7 CL7»
0.7S 0.00 . Q.13 0.27 0.32 0.42 O.S5 0.75
0.72 0.01 . O JO 0.24 0.30 0.40 0.52 0.72
0.70 O.02 . 0.O8 0.21 0.27 0.37 0.49 O.70
0.67 0.03 - O.OS 0.19 0.25 0.34 0-47 0.67
0.65 0.04 _ 0 03 0.16 0.22 0.32 0.44 0.65
0.62 O.S5 - - O.I 4 0.19 0.29 0.42 0.62
0 39 0.86 . - 0.11 0.t7 0.26 ©.39 0.59
0.57 0.87 . - 0.08 0.14 0.24 0.36 0.57
0.54 0.80 . - 0.06 OH 0.21 0.34 O.S4
0.51 0.09 _ - 0.D3 0.09 0.18 0.31 0.51
0.48 0.90 - - - 0.06 0-16 0.28 0.48
0.46 0.91 - - - 0.03 0.13 0.25 0.46
0.43 0.92 - - - - 0.10 0.22 fl.43
0.40 0.93 . - - - 0.O7 0.19 0.4O
0.36 0.94 . . - - 0.03 0.16 0.36
0.33 0.9S . - - - - 0.13 0.33
0.29 0.96 . - - - - 0.09 0.29




1 P-100A Product Loading Pump A 350 437.5
2 P-100B Product Loading Pump B 350 437.5
3 P-100C Product Loading Pump C 350 437.5
4 P-300A Reformate Blending Pump 210 262.5
5 P-3Q0B Light Naphta Blending Pump 220 275
6 P-300C Light Naphta Blending Pump 250 312.5
7 P-500A Blend Compressor Loading Pump 360 450
8 P-500B Blend Compressor Loading Pump 360 450
9 P-1000A Primary Firewater Pump A 560 700
10 P-3010 Pigging Water Supply Pump 400 500





1 P-0100D Product Stripping Pump 110 137.50
2 P-0300D Blending Stripping Pump 90 112.50
3 P-O400A MTBE Blending Pump 110 137.50
4 P-0400B MTBE Blending Pump 110 137.50
5 P-0500C Blend Component Loading Stripping Pump 110 137.50
6 P-0600 MTBE Loading Pump 75 93.75
7 P-2060A Additive Injection Pump 2.5 3.13
8 P-2060B Additive Injection Pump 2.5 3.13
9 P-2070A Additive Injection Pump 2.5 3.13
10 P-2070B Additive Injection Pump 2.5 3.13
11 P-0200A Circulation Pump 55 68.75
12 P-0200B Circulation Pump 55 68.75
13 P-0200C Circulation Pump 55 68.75
14 P-2090 Slop OilTranfer Pump 1.5 1.88
15 P-2080 Slop Oil Tranfer Pump 1.5 1.88
16 P-1010A Jockey Pump 1.5 1.88
17 P-1010B Jockey Pump 30 37.50
18 K-1000A Air Compressor 132 165.00
19 E1001A Cooler Fan 6 7.50
20 K-1000B Air Compressor 132 165.00
21 E-1001B Cooler Fan 6 7.50
22 P-1250 CPI Transfer Pump 1.1 1.38
23 P-1260 Holding Basin Sump Transfer Pump 1.1 1.38
Total 1092.7 1365.88
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